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1. Introduction
Genomics, an interdisciplinary scientific field studying the genome, has grown exponentially
in the last few years. The newly discovered gene engineering biotechnique build around
CRISPR, or Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats, can alter the genes
with unprecedented ease. The possibilities of this recent breakthrough inflamed not only
hopes but also fears among many economic, social and military analysts. The present text
highlights some of its implications in the field of international security.
Given the small number of academic sources concerning this subject, the text will be based
mainly of the author’s confrontation of classical and critical concepts of security studies with
scientific papers and discoveries in the field of gene engineering. It will attempt to grasp the
significance of CRISPR in the security domain. The first part presents an overview of the
conceptual tools used in the analysis. Then, after briefly introducing the new technology, I
propose an in-depth study of its positive and negative implications on security in economic,
social, environmental and military domains based on the aforementioned concepts. My
conclusion will show that as many security implications are still hypothetical, the
exponential rate of breakthroughs as well as the growing investment in genetic research by
many States gives evidence of the growing importance of CRISPR which in turn requires
more in-depth research on the subject to provide a basis for an equitable legislation.

2. Views on security and the nature of threats
Traditionally, national security has been defined in terms of state’s military and political
might and its independence from foreign power to defend its own integrity1. Classical
realism adopts a state-centric approach, assuming that states seek to defend their interests
in a global competitive environment2. The competition among states might be perpetuated
in military or territorial fields, as well as in the ones of economy, state stability (influence
and power of its institutions) or prestige3. Inter-state competition can lead to weaponizing4
civilian issues or technologies, enabling their dual-use and offensive capabilities5. The
current “trade war”6 or the “fake news campaign”7 serve as an excellent example of how
civilian sectors are enrolled in a power struggle among nations, in this case turning trade or
information into weapons of power and influence.
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As argued by liberal institutionalists, the international context can provide a favorable
environment reducing the uncertainty of global anarchy and the probability of conflict
through mutual agreements and international institutions8. This does not mean, however,
that power struggle fades away, competition among states and allies remaining present9. If
a given state feels threatened by the rise of a rival, it might increase its defense capabilities,
causing others to react in the same way, thereby creating or intensifying a security
dilemma10. Some issues such as biotechnology, combined with rivalry, destabilize
international security, as all countries may suffer the consequences of a power strife.
A quick look at the critical theories of security studies broadens how do we identify and
understand threats. Political scientist Arnold Wolfers distinguishes between their objective
and subjective dimensions: objective threats represent the absence of threats to acquired
values, and subjective threats refer to the absence of fear of threats to acquired values11. He
also underlines the difference between actual threats and their perception, which might be
under or overlined12.
Barry Buzan’s concept of securitization stands for transforming an issue into a matter of
security, especially issues coming from sectors considered as “low politics”, such as the
environment, the economy or societal questions13. The act of securitization itself is a
political act of language that can lead to a government or a decision maker adopting
exceptional measures or policies reducing civic liberties to guarantee the population’s
security14. State security is, according to Buzan, a relational phenomenon with threats
appearing mainly in relation to neighboring states. This rationale provides the backbone of
his regional security complexes theory, which argues that states’ safety preoccupations are
interlinked to such an extent that they cannot be resolved independently from one
another15.
In parallel to these perceptual approaches, many scholars have broadened the definition of
security from purely “hard” aspects to more “soft” and transnational ones16; such is the case
with the concept of non-traditional or soft security17. The common security approach states
that threats to international security are primarily emerging from “global problems shared
by the entire international community: nuclear war, the heavy economic burden of
militarism and war, disparities in living standards within and among nations, and global
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environmental degradation”18. Threats are thus more transnational than solely attached to
a particular state.
Similarly, the human security paradigm widens our understanding of security by
emphasizing the security of individuals19. This is analyzed through seven variables : (1) Food
security, access and availability of food ; (2) Health security, access to health care, or
protection from diseases ; (3) Environment security, protection from natural disasters and
from pollution ; (4) Economic security, employment opportunity, reducing inequalities and
assured basic income ; (5) Personal security, protection from physical violence of the state,
non-state groups or individuals ; (6) Community security, protection of ethnic or traditional
groups ; (7) Political security, the ability to live in accordance to basic human rights and
freedom of speech20. According to the concept of human security, security itself is not seen
as an end but as a means to achieve human development21.
Investigating this approach, the economist Samir Amin notes that the capitalist nature of
the international system itself can cause under-development of the third world, harming the
economic and the political security of the people22. Each state identity and rationale as well
as the transnational nature of today’s world may altogether present a danger to
international security, especially if the status quo is destabilized by new emerging issues like
new technologies, such as the artificial intelligence, or, as it will be developed, discoveries in
the field of genomics23.
These concepts of security dilemma, perceptual perspectives on threats and securitization,
traditional and human security are articulated to analyze security implications of CRISPRCas9 in the fields of economy, environment, society and military. The impact of this
technology will be analyzed in terms of benefits and hindrances to the state security and to
the individual human security paradigm.

3. Technological progress in genetic engineering
CRISPR constitutes the adaptive defense system in bacteria. Accompanied by Cas proteins, it
provides genetic immunity and an overall expansion of the genome by “balancing tactical
acquisition of beneficial material with strategic loss of extraneous and redundant genes24”.
Alike vaccinations that use deficient viruses to trigger immunity, CRISPR-Cas drives rapid
18
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immunization in the DNA code once targeted by an attenuated virus or a programmed
restriction-modification (R-M) 25.
Recent studies have shared
more light over other functions
of
CRISPR-Cas
system,
especially
those
enabling
26
genome editing using simply
a
cell’s
own
repair
27
mechanism
(thus without
adding genetic material from
an unrelated organism as was
the
case
of
transgenic
28
GMOs ). « In this regard,
CRISPR is used as a kind of GPS
device to find its intended
target on the DNA double helix
where genetic editing is
desired. Once it arrives at the
precise position in the DNA,
CRISPR cuts and splices the
DNA with Cas9 enzyme in
order to remove the sequence
from the genome. The CRISPR
system then incorporates a
corrected sequence into the
29
genome provided by scientists to “fix” the cut DNA sequence .»
The Cas9 protein can be programmed to engineer sequence insertions and removals at the
gene scale with an unprecedented precision and ease30 to tackle many pathogens and
genetic deficiencies. It was applied to vegetal, animal as well as human cells and proved to
be efficient, easy to use and inexpensive. Its effectiveness has been demonstrated by
adjusting genes of mosquitos carrying malaria, the whole targeted population being altered
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up to 99,6% in just one generation31, which questions Mendel’s traditional model of
inheritance.
Although firstly used to target disease contamination and various plants pathogens32,
CRISPR-Cas9 biotechnology (known also as the Gene Drive) quickly raised many concerns,
such as to what extent can the genome, or in fact nature itself, be altered. Some nations put
liberal ethics aside and aimed at achieving technological high ground, enrolling other
nations into a realist biotech-arms race with state and individual security at stake33.

4. Economic issues
So far, the Gene Drive has mainly been used in the agricultural industry field to create
improved plants and crops. Given the growing global population, stopping plant diseases
could prove to be crucial to prevent mass migrations caused by food shortages, tackling one
of today’s most prominent issues. Chinese scientists have used CRISPR to create fungalpathogen-free wheat34. American researchers have created tomatoes with prolonged life35,
and have successfully removed poison from tropical cassava crops, making it much easier to
consume by humans36.
As the world’s most populated country, China identifies food security as one of its top
priorities37. By investing in this new technology, Beijing seeks to avoid an overreliance on
foreign food and energy imports38. The thirteenth five-year plan thus aims at creating up to
20 additional life-sciences parks and plans that biotechnology sector will exceed 4% of the
gross domestic product by 202039.
But along its beneficial use for food security, lies the question of economic competition.
Although a recent discovery, CRISPR is estimated to impact the market to some 6 billion
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dollars by 202240. The three main players, the People’s Republic of China (PRC), the United
States, and the European Union, are engaged in a biotechnological race. As the top three
CRISPR researchers, they contribute to 42%, 19% and 17% of total research respectively41.
4.1. Economic espionage

According to American intelligence officials, in the Chinese case, the role of investment and
cash incentives is also to enable researchers to expatriate and repatriate to PRC. This is the
philosophy behind the Thousand Talents Plan that “offers full-time positions at prestigious
universities and institutes, with larger than normal salaries and resources”42 to foreign and
Chinese scientists abroad43. Many Chinese researchers with PhD earned at Oxford are
returning to China with their knowledge and expertise, contributing to Beijing’s
technological growth and sometimes to western brain drain44. American officials state that
44% of recruits are medicine, life or health sciences specialists45.
The US perceives such activities as a threat in their 2018 National Intelligence Council
report. The document states that this plan is aimed at facilitating the legal and illicit transfer
of technology and intellectual property to China46. This can be done by employing “Westerntrained returnees”, by directly recruiting top academics, private entrepreneurs and
government officials, or by investing in and acquiring American companies47. This soft
version of the widely used Beijing’s practice of industrial espionage48 is not only an
American problem as it may hamper European biotech industries pursuing advanced
research in similar technologies.
Hurting the economies and creating an overreliance on foreign technological and
biotechnological products is not only a state issue, as industry instability and lack of
competitiveness can destabilize economic security, with severe consequences such as
closing industries and diminished domestic employment opportunities. It is likely that an
economic imbalance would favor China, as its legislation is less restrictive on research on
modified mammals and crops or on technology plagiarism.
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These tendencies could lead to a perception of threat associated to the theft of technology.
In turn, this perception could trigger a process of securitization in the field of science, which
is already advised by American intelligence officials49. At a global scale, it may limit research
exchange and international scientific cooperation, with implications spilling over outside the
educational domain50, creating scientific protectionism and blocking new breakthroughs.
4.2. The case of “lawfare”

Another issue raised by the Gene Drive is legislation. Canada, the US and Mercosur
countries do not equate genetic engineering with genetic modification (GMO). The US does
not have a federal legislation towards GMOs’ review, and has overall favorable
regulations51. In the EU however, all GMO must be extensively reviewed by the European
Food Safety Authority, a process that can significantly delay a product’s entry into the
European market52.
That is why the recent European Court decision backed by France on considering new
editing techniques such as CRISPR as GMOs53 can create more barriers between Western
liberal democracies, especially when seen through a realist lens. Each new edited product
will have to pass meticulous tests before entering the EU, which can result in blocking many
edited foodstuffs imported from the US into the European continent, and thus further
enflaming the trade competition54 between both sides of the Atlantic.
The fact that different world regions have divergent policies concerning the Gene Drive
makes it a case for studying it through the regional security complex theory. European
Court’s view of the issue creates specific securitization at the supranational European level,
and thus more regional cooperation in the field of transnational legislation and regulation.
Yet some European countries have different stances on gene-editing. For instance, France is
firmly opposed to gene-edited crops, but Greece or the United Kingdom are much more
open55. As the technology may evolve, so can the stance of some member states, putting
EU’s internal unity at stake.
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The weaponization of law by creating neo-protectionist barriers can endanger the
accessibility of genetically engineered agriculture to third world countries’ soil. The EU is the
largest single trading partner of Africa, receiving nearly $16 billion in agriculture and food
imports56. European restrictions create barriers not only for US products but also for new
emerging economies that could use this technology, blocking their commercial growth and
thus hampering human development in those countries57.
The normative power of the EU, being one of the main stakeholders in legislation
concerning “new foods” (such as the Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety58), can significantly
influence many Asian and African counterparts59. According to Buzan, a regional security
complex of some states cannot emerge due to an overwhelming presence of a foreign
power. African states cannot adapt regionally their policies on CRISPR to increase economic
security because of strict regulations of a foreign power that will block their gene edited
crops to enter its market. Even though they are primarily meant to protect the consumer,
European barriers and norms may drive African leaders to lose interest in the technology,
incapacitating a proactive food security insurance and perpetuating unequal development.

5. Environment
Gene-editing may have many beneficial impacts on the environment. Rising sea
temperatures are threatening photosynthetic microbes called Symbiodinium that inhabit
coral reefs and enable their survival by producing their food. Thanks to CRISPR, warmth
resistant genes from rare strains of Symbiodinium can be injected to their less resistant
counterparts, creating a way to save coral reefs60. Another example are wild tomato genes
that need less light to grow; transplanted to commercial tomatoes, it reduces the energy
needs of plantations61.
But many questions are arising in relation to long term implications of CRISPR. The
aforementioned mosquitos with the erased deficient gene almost never leaved the
laboratory62 as many scientists are underlining the uncertainty around CRISPR
environmental impact. There is the danger of possible off-target gene modifications creating
unwanted and nefarious alterations in other parts of the genetic code63. A team of American
56
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and European researchers found out that by limiting some viruses’ genes, they might evolve
more rapidly in a unpredicted manner increasing their resistance64.
Another question is the permanent change of a targeted specie. The altered gene is
inherited at a higher rate than a “wild” one65, making the impact on biosafety66 much
greater in the case of an off-target modification, without the possibility of reversing it. Rare
species could also disappear due to non-inheritance of their gene, endangering biodiversity.
Moreover, as the creation of pathogen-resisting animals is facilitated with this new
technology, so is the creation of pathogen-consenting ones, which would in turn have many
environmental security implications67.
To tackle possible transnational effects, a global, international level securitization may be
needed in order to cope with the possible emerging threats68. Normative influence of
supranational institutions like the United Nations can often put non-traditional issues, such
as the climate change, on the agenda of decision makers and legislators69. A clear
understanding of the full spectrum of the Gene Drive is needed, as the risk of sacrificing
scientific research to subjectively perceived threats may be a side effect of ill-informed and
politically driven national and international policy makers.

6. Social health and ethical implications
Although hypothetical, there are many possible scenarios as for the future possibilities and
discoveries of this new technology. Much has been achieved as for today: alongside
screening and detecting human cells responsible for cancer70, new experiences on mice
show that Cas9 engineering can cause a loss-of-function mutation of tumors71, which could
lead to finding a new treatment to various forms of cancer72.
There are many beneficial examples: two baby girls with leukemia were treated in the UK
with experimental CRISPR system therapy and did not show signs of cancer more than a
64
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year later73. American scientists have discovered that “CRISPR-Cas9 system can eliminate
the HIV-1 genome and prevent new HIV infection (…) [by] efficiently inactivating HIV-1 gene
expression and replication.”74 As over 10,000 diseases are caused by defective genes75, the
Gene Drive could enhance health security for many individuals around the world. The
Ischaemic heart disease for instance, is the first cause of death according to the WHO76,
being genetically inherited in 60% of cases77.
6.1. The case of ethics

Chinese scientists went much further than their Western counterparts by being the first to
conduct gene modifications in embryos to alter the gene responsible for a fatal blood
disorder78. Seeing the growing potential and not willing to stay behind, researchers from the
US79 and the UK80 followed their lead, raising questions about genetic engineering of
humans81. As recently as November 2018, a Chinese scientist claimed to have altered the
DNA of embryos of two twin girls for resistance to AIDS82. By the end of 2018, the US started
human trials of CRISPR gene editing, with the technology being soon available in clinics83.
Similarly, to the environmental impact, the long-term implications of use of the Gene Drive
on human DNA is unknown. The risk of off-target modifications, accidentally altering other
genes, may cause severe consequences on personal security of a person’s health or life, but
also on society as such. Todays’ state of the technology does not yet allow advanced
eugenics such as those depicted in Aldous Huxley’s Brave New World or in Andrew Niccol’s
GATTACA, but amid new opportunities to address aging population, sickness and health
problems, lies the issue of controversies in the field of ethics.
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Among many scientists, the use of CRISPR-Cas9 on humans is seen as disturbing and
unethical84. Its spread may cause political backlash: seeing it as a threat to acquired values
which societies are based upon, such as equality among individuals or religious beliefs
against scientific alterations, decision makers may limit scientific research, fearing strong
opposition from conservatist forces85.
As early as 2004, Zbigniew Brzezinski warned about security implications of new gene
editing technologies. A deeper divide between nations that own this biotech versus those
who do not, unforeseen consequences for future “modified” populations, or the creation of
a new anti-enhancement ideology born from resentment causing political action to limit
scientific research or even representing a threat to democracies86, are scenarios that should
not be overlooked by policy makers.
If we consider the probability of a wider implementation of CRISPR-Cas9 in our societies,
one needs to take into account the likelihood of a deeper social inequality in which people
with considerable income could enhance their health, intelligence and even lengthen their
life87. He Jiankui, responsible for altering the above-mentioned twins, has already received
proposals from a fertility clinic in Dubai to “teach its clinicians CRISPR gene editing for
Embryology Lab Application”.88 With each advancement in this field arises the question of
consumer eugenics89 that could further exacerbate economic and social divide.
This is where Brzezinski’s ideology argument highlights another possible threat: terrorism.
One can imagine religious fundamentalists organizing terror attacks against companies
carrying out research or against future “modified” people, in a similar vein to the numerous
cases of US extremists attacking abortion clinics90.
The psychological process of dehumanization of the adversary would be very easy to grasp
and to rally followers around. Applying the theory of professor Nick Haslam, proponents of
the modification may be considered as amoral and lacking self-restraint, which can drive
animalistic dehumanization91. Modified people themselves may be seen as technical
“automats” lacking human nature, driving mechanistic dehumanization92. Social integrity or
84
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the security of scientific community could be threatened. Again, the process of political
securitization of those issues by power stakeholders may further polarize a given society
between the pro and anti-enhancement blocs or hamper the state of research.

7. Military threats
Gene editing techniques also draw attention of the military. Research around CRISPR is
already undertaken by Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency and by the People’s
Liberation Army93. In China, many gene editing research laboratories such as the Academy
of Military Medical Sciences and the Third Military Medical University are army facilities,
and many analysts warn about the possible dual-use of their research94.
7.1. Lack of legislation

It is difficult to assess the actual scope of human enhancement due to the lack of
transparency from the military sector as well as the lack of regulation on military research95.
An overall lack of legislation from international bodies as to the limits of use of this
technology is another problem. As it was previously said, there is some level of legislation
concerning CRISPR, but it is not very advanced and covering few aspects. In the EU, there
are no supranational restrictions as to human trials, and it is to the individual Member
States to take a position on the matter96. From an international level, the Biological
Weapons Convention lacks a way to ensure that all the states are compliant to its
obligations97. National legislation is often imperfect and do not address the emerging risks98.
7.2. A possible bio-weapon?

In this legal grey area, news about misuse of the Gene Drive by private scientists, the socalled bio-hacking99, are worrisome. The technology’s affordability is astonishing: 159$ for a
basic tool-kit100. Non-state actors getting a grasp on and abusing the technology purposely
or accidentally may cause serious hazard for civilian population and the environment, with
biosafety at stake101.
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The possibility of a hypothetical CRISPR engineered biological weapon persists. The
hypothesis of a rogue group releasing a biological weapon based on CRISPR aiming at
humans may be unlikely due to the limitations of the technology as to its complicated
transfer to other bodies102, but a possible development of such weaponry by states aimed at
enemy agriculture is much more likely103. Even if the technology is still being discovered,
analysts worry that experiences may be conducted to create enhanced soldiers104.
Similar to the Agent Orange released during the Vietnam War105, environmental security is
threatened with possible backlash on human security. Altered and enhanced pathogens
designated to harm civilians by creating tumor cells106 are possible by the same technology
that can also attenuate and destroy them107.
Another case of possible weaponization is individual DNA targeting. Today’s computing
power has lowered the costs of analysis of individual vegetal, animal and human DNA since
its very first sequencing in 2003108. With our increasing understanding of the human
genome thanks to projects like the National Geographic Genographic Project109, many
analysts warn about the possibility of clandestine manufacturing of ethnic bioweapons by
state or non-state actors110, which could jeopardize community security of specific ethnic
groups. John Sotos, a chief scientist, points at the possibility of harming a single person (e.g.
a famous politician or opposition leader) with a DNA targeted lethal or non-lethal
weaponry111, thereby threatening political security. In 2007 Russia has issued a ban on
exports of human bio samples based on FSB report over possible manufacture of ethnic
bioweapon against Russian citizens112.
As in the case of the scenario of enhanced soldiers, little is known. Lack of knowledge by the
decision makers themselves over the capabilities of other states may drive and increase
threat perception and create a security dilemma with a new tech and arms race. Many long102
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standing opponents of any sort of genetical modifications are embracing research on the
Gene Drive, such as Russia that has recently investing 1,7 billion dollars into its federal
program113. Analysts are warning against a possible escalation, comparing the situation with
the nuclear race, with critical political and security consequences such as a new cold war114.

8. Conclusion and the way forward
The paper has demonstrated that CRISPR-Cas system arouses both hope and fear among
analysts. Health improvement, economic weight, environmental and social impact and new
military capabilities need to be closely scrutinized. Misperception about threats can drive
over- or under-securitization of the field of gene editing. Overestimation could cause out-ofproportion legislation, in the process limiting scientific research. In turn this could slow the
discovery of CRISPR potential, blocking its possible beneficial effects on food security and
environment. On the other hand, too little regulation due to underestimating the security
and ecological implications of this biotech, as it is currently the case, may enable the
emergence of new threats from state and non-state actors.
So far, there is no need for urgent action, but the rapid evolution of the technology will
require an accurate assessment and continuing attention of the implications of the Gene
Drive by States, the main security providers for individuals and the population. As the paper
has shown, weaponization of this technology may present a great danger to overall security
and escalate an arms race at the international level.
As it was developed, there are few supranational legislative initiatives to tackle the grey
area surrounding the Gene Drive. Little research reaching outside the sole field of its
medical and commercial use has been undertaken so far, analyzing possible societal and
environmental consequences, such as polarization, inequalities or ecological impact. A
balance between laissez-faire and regulation as well as an open public debate including
policy makers and academics is needed to fully embrace the new capabilities that may
revolutionize biological research as well as the human kind.
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